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State Data in Operating System s
An operating system can be characterized as supporting a population of users who generate transactions requesting service . The operating system controls a set of resources such a s processors and storage which it uses to ensure that all th e transactions that it accepts are completed in a "reasonable " amount of time . This is achieved by a family of sequentia l processes which execute concurrently to provide the variou s services which the operating system offers . It is possible that two processes may access and modify the same data concurrently , leading to erroneous results . This must be prevented by the systematic application of a design philosophy in all operatin g system processes . The evaluation and selection of appropriat e design philosophies has been a topic of great interest for man y years, as shown in the literature [3, 8, 9, 12, 15, 18] . In this paper we investigate the applicability of databas e management systems techniques to managing operating system state data . We restrict our attention to "message oriented " operating systems, as defined in [18] . In this type of operating system, the transactions accepted by the system are represented within the system as messages, which are passed from one process to the next, where they are queued while waiting for attention . Operating systems also contain tables or "control blocks" t o describe the resources which they have at their disposal, such a s processors, storage and I/O devices, and their status . These tw o classes of data together define the state of the operating system . Examples are : (1) The users who are authorized to submit transactions . ( 2) The transactions which have been accepted . (3) The available computer resources, eg memory, CPU(s), I/O devices, timers . (4) Queues of service request messages for each type o f computer resource, generated by transactions in the course o f their execution . We will refer to both classes of data as control blocks (CBs) . A s well as describing items, CBs participate in relationships betwee n themselves . These relationships are usually implemented by direct pointers imbedded within the CBs, in the same way tha t database record relationships may be implemented in networ k type database systems [2, 4, 6] . For example, an I/O request wil l usually point to the CB defining the job which requested the I/ O operation, and to the CB defining the required I/O device .
An inspection of operating system code will reveal that most o f the instructions exist to do nothing but create, delete, scan an d update these ' CBs, and perform the consequent maintenance o f the pointers which link them .
Control Block Management System (CBMS )
Control blocks in operating systems are usually fixed length fixe d format records . They are susceptible to the same data analysi s procedures that have been developed for application progra m data . In particular, Relational database analysis techniques can b e applied to produce a rationalized set of CBs in Third Norma l Form [5, 7] . This procedure has proven very beneficial for th e analysis and design of commercial DP systems, and there is ever y reason to expect similar benefits if the same approach is used in the construction of operating systems . Since the CBs are in principle records with relationships it i s possible to use conventional database management syste m (DBMS) concepts to manage them . An operating syste m architecture follows where all creation, deletion, searching an d updating of CBs, and the relationships between them, is handle d by one central service routine called the CB Management System , or CBM S Certain concepts must be defined to explain how such a CBM S would work .
Control Block Descriptors (CBD )
For each distinct type and format of CB to be managed by th e CBMS a formalized descriptor must be made available to it, whic h must describe the following : (1) The name of the CB type (and hence CBD) . 
CB Set Descriptor (CBSD)
When a new set of a particular CB type is needed (for exampl e when a job is initiated, a set of CBs is needed to describe th e programs that it will load), the CBMS must be requested to creat e a CBSD to describe the set . It would contain : (1) A pointer to the CBD from which it was generated .
(2) A definition of where this CB set is located in store, and th e maximum number of CBs that this set may contain . (3) The relationships that CBs in this set participate in, with pointers to the CBSDs describing the specific sets related to . (4) Caller authorization required for CB access . Every procedure executing in or under the operating system wil l have an authorization key associated with it by the operatin g system . When the CBMS is entered, this key will be available to it , and it will compare it to the one or more authorization codes in th e CBSD . If the key matches a code, then the CBMS will allow th e caller to do only those types of operations associated with tha t code in the CBSD (eg . create, delete, retrieve) . The operation s allowed may be limited to subsets of the CBs by Implicit Searc h Predicates in the CBSD (see Section 2 .5 .1) .
Sequencing Strategies
The CBMS should offer various sequencing alternatives to match those commonly employed in current operating systems [16] : (I) FIFO Queues, where new CBs are appended to the end o f the set, and consumed from the beginning . (2) Circular buffer queues, which is a variant of the precedin g item, with a maximum set on the number of CBs in the set . (3) LIFO Stacks, where new CBs are appended to the same end of the set that they are consumed from . (4) Ordered Sets, where the CBs are maintained in ascendin g sequence of keys imbedded within then . For example, I/ O requests queued on a particular disk may be ordered in th e sequence of the cylinders that they require, to minimiz e access arm movement . (5) Dequeues, a variant of the above item, where the CB key is binary and indicates either the start or end of the set . The sequencing alternative required would be specified in th e CBD and implemented by the CBMS . The callers of the CBM S need not be aware of the CB sequence chosen .
Organization Strategie s
CBs are stored in a variety of ways . A common approach is to allocate them in arbitrary locations and then link them together with direct pointers . Another is to provide space for a vector of CBs and to allocate slots in the vector on demand .
To meet the needs of operating systems and other potential users , a CBMS must support the above techniques, and preferabl y others described below . The technique most appropriate to each CB type can then be selected and specified in the CBD . Th e CBMS will then use the selected strategy to manage the CBs . Callers of the CBMS should not be aware of which technique is used, so that the technique may be changed with no impact o n calling programs if changing CB usage patterns merit this .
Balanced Tree Strategy
When a particular CB type has a large number of occurrences an d is very volatile, search time and storage management become s expensive . A Balanced Tree technique [17] such as i s implemented by IBM's VSAM access method [14] could be offered by CBMS for these cases. All CBs of this type would be kept in ascending key sequence in blocks allocated by the CBMS , which would also maintain an index to these blocks to spee d access to them . New CBs would be slotted into the appropriate block in key sequence . Block overflows would be handled b y spilling half of the contents of the overfull block into a newly allocated block, and updating the index .
This strategy would result in CBs moving around. Traditionally, a CB is identified by its storage address . With mobile CBs each CB would have to be assigned a unique identifier in place of a storag e address . This identifier would be included in the CB and woul d provide the key of the CB in the index maintained by the CBMS . Alternatively, a unique field or subset of fields in the CB coul d provide the key .
Secondary Indexing of CB S
CBs are sometimes accessed by different field content by differen t callers . For example, Job Descriptor records in a Job Queue nee d to be accessed by job name, by originator, or by schedulin g priority sequence at different times . Rather than scan potentiall y large numbers of CBs in no particular sequence, the CBMS could provide additional paths directly into the CBs by building an d maintaining Secondary or Alternate Indexes to them . Th e instruction to the CBMS to build and maintain the Secondar y Indexes would be contained in the CBD . Once again the existence of such Secondary Indexes, and the CBMS's use of them, woul d be invisible to all calling programs .
.3 Use of DASD for CB Storag e
CBs are often very numerous . Volumes frequently force the us e of secondary storage for CBs . The CBMS should give som e support to this mode of operation . One approach would be to le t the operating system procedures move the blocks of CBs to an d from secondary storage, and invoke the CBMS to handle block s of CBs in main store only . A better approach would be to store al l the CBs in virtual storage . The CBMS could then process all th e CBs, since it would be able to access any of interest through th e normal page fault mechanism . This approach would be viable for large volumes of CBs if a Balanced Tree organization were used .
Control Block Manipulation Language (CBML)
A well-defined interface to the CBMS must be provided for its users . This is the CBML . The user must pass the followin g information in the specified CBML format -(1) The set of CBs to be operated on, by referencing its CBSD . its execution if the request cannot be immediately met, and i f so, how long a delay is acceptable . (6) The authorization of the caller (this is passed implicitly by th e supervisory software in control of the machine) . When the CBMS is invoked it must validate the parameters passed to it, check the caller's authorization to do what it requests , validate any CB supplied, then perform the required action . Any new or changed CBs will be copied by the CBMS into the storag e area designated for that CB set in its CBSD . Any CBs retrieve d for update will be copied into the caller's storage area . Links from the user supplied CB to other CBs will be validated, by ensurin g that the CBs linked to do exist and are of the correct type . If an y CB inserts or deletes take place, the CBMS must reorganize th e remaining CBs in the way which suits their organization (eg if th e organization is linked list, by relinking the CB's siblings) . On some occasions it may not be possible to satisfy a caller' s request immediately . For example, a process may request a C B from a set which is temporarily empty . The caller must specify in a CBML parameter either that it wishes to be delayed until a suitable CB becomes available (and if so, how long it is prepare d to wait), or else that it wishes the CBMS to return control to i t immediately . In the latter case, the caller must indicate whether i t wants its request to remain outstanding, or to be cancelle d immediately . This facility would support for example th e requirements of reader/writer processes sharing a circular buffe r set, as described in [3,12] .
CBML Search Predicates and Implicit Predicate s
The caller specifies to the CBMS which CBs it wants returned in a Search Predicate. This is a list of one or more Search Arguments , linked with boolean operators . Each Search Argument specifies a field in the CB and a value to compare it with, plus an indication o f what comparison is to be used -greater than, less than, equal t o etc . Conceptually the CBMS scans each CB of the set selected , and compares the selected fields with the supplied values , performs the boolean operations specified, and returns only thos e CBs which meet the Search Predicate . In practice, the CBMS ma y use its knowledge of how the CBs are organized to limit the number of CBs it must scan . For example, if the CBs are maintained in key sequence by the CBMS and the caller's Searc h Predicate specifies a key value, then the CBMS will use its index t o access the CB directly . Search Predicates are common to severa l database management systems [1, 13] . In addition to the Search Predicate passed by the caller, CBM S may impose further limits on the searches it performs for th e caller . A given caller may be authorized to see only a subset of a particular CB set . This would be indicated in the CBSD . Where the authorization for CB search is defined, it would include a n Implicit Search Predicate . The CBMS performs this Search on th e CBs in parallel with the others specified by the caller, and wil l return to it only those CBs satisfying both criteria . The Implicit Search Predicate may specify field comparison values eithe r explicitly, or by reference to a field in a CB associated with the caller . For example, a user asking for a list of the jobs submitted t o the operating system may be restricted to seeing only those that i t submitted .
Ensuring Control Block Integrity
With the proposed approach all system state data which may b e accessed by multiple concurrent processes would be controlled b y the CBMS . Hence only the CBMS would need integrit y mechanisms to ensure that updates to state data were serialized , and these could be implemented using semaphores as described i n [8] . Semaphores could be introduced at different levels for each CB type, depending on the amount of contention anticipated . Th e CBSD should contain a code instructing the CBMS which level t o apply for each set of CBs .
(1) For low contention CBs, a single global semaphore for eac h CB type would suffice . (2) For moderate contention CBs, a semaphore could be located in each CBSD to control access to each set of CB s independently .
(3) For high contention CBs it may be necessary to associate a semaphore with each individual CB or, with a balanced tre e organization, each block of CBs . The integrity mechanism should allow multiple concurren t accesses providing they are read-only . Once a CB has bee n accessed for the purpose of update or delete, it must remai n inaccessible to all other processes until that update or delet e completes .
Use of the CBMS by other System s
Most operating systems support important subsystems which als o manipulate CBs extensively, for example subsystems whic h manage databases and teleprocessing networks . If the operatin g system had a CBMS for its own use, it would also be of great valu e to these subsystems . If the CBMS were implemented efficiently i n hardware, performance improvements could be realized as well . Furthermore, in some database systems the database records o n DASD are stored as "flat files", which means as an array of fixed format fixed length records . In this case the CBMS should b e implemented so that it can manage the database records as well a s the CBs .
CBMS Performance Consideration s
As mentioned before, the majority of instructions executed by a n operating system pertain to CB management . If all C B manipulation were to be done by a centralized CBMS, it would b e very heavily exercised . If this CBMS were implemented i n software, a net performance degradation would be inevitable , since overheads would be introduced just in calling it . Furthermore, the CBMS would have to interpret the CBML parameters passed to it, and the associated CBSD and CB D parameters, before it could carry out the required C B manipulations. When compared to the purpose written direc t code which operating systems currently contain to do the job, th e CBMS approach would seem to entail an unacceptable amount of overhead. However the CBMS could be implemented in microcode . Th e complexity of the proposed CBMS (and hence of th e microprogram required to support it) is considerably less than that of the microprogram which was written to implement an APL compiler and interpreter for the IBM System/370 Model 14 5 [10, 11] . Performance tests on this system have shown that th e microcoded system performs the interpretation of its parameter s about ten times faster than an equivalent software interpretive system, and generally performs the subsequent instructio n execution faster . This microcoded interpretive APL system ha s been found to execute programs at about the same speed as their equivalents in direct machine code, and to outperform th e machine code equivalents when iterative operations over larg e vectors of operands are involved . CB search operations ofte n have to scan large numbers of candidates . While the CBMS functions described in this paper would not b e extraordinarily difficult to microprogram, CB field validatio n could in principle be arbitrarily complex, so a break-out from microcode into machine language field validation subroutine s would be a prudent provision . The implementation in [10, 11] ha s this facility .
automatic backout of updates applied by failing processes . Any real-world operating system must change with time, an d will have errors introduced . These systems must have som e mechanism for dealing with the resulting failures . For example, when IBM rewrote OS/360 MVT as MVS, a major investment was made in having each functional module leav e "footprints" so that it could attempt functional recovery when failures occurred . This recovery technique requires a n application-specific trap routine for each module . An interesting comparison can be drawn with the way some DBMS's handle the same problem [1, 13] . Application programs may fail after applying only some of their intended dat a base updates, leaving the overall data base in an invalid state . To correct this, the DBMS keeps track of all the updates applied by the program, and automatically backs out all those applied if the program does not complete successfully . If the program is processing one simple transaction then the numbe r of pending updates which the DBMS must save is not large . For longer running programs, the total number of pending updates would rapidly become too large to store . This proble m is avoided by having the application programs issue synchronization calls whenever they reach a "point of commitment " (that is to say the data base integrity is preserved if all thei r pending updates are applied at that point) .
Exactly the same principle could be adopted by the CBMS . The supervisory routines using the CBMS could indicat e whenever they reach a "point of commitment", for exampl e after allocating all the resources needed by a job prior t o starting its execution . Then should any supervisor routine fail , the CBMS could reverse out all the updates it had applied t o the supervisor state data (control blocks) since its previou s point of commitment . This would leave the overall system stat e in an acceptable condition, and clearly result in a robus t operating system . Functional recovery routines could be code d to operate at a very much higher level . The same principle could be used to resolve deadlock o r "Deadly Embrace" [8] . In the data base management system s [1, 13] when a deadlock situation arises, one of the deadlocke d programs is terminated, its pending updates reversed out, an d the records that it is holding are released . This process is repeated as needed till the deadlock is resolved . Freeing th e operating system architect of the fear of deadlock would mak e the design process a lot easier than it now is .
Benefits of the CBMS Syste m
(1) CB integrity and hence system reliability could be greatl y improved . (2) Since most operating system (and much subsystem) cod e exists only to manipulate CBs, a CBMS facility woul d greatly reduce the amount of this code, and hence th e system maintenance burden . (3) The areas of any operating system which are most complex, error prone and difficult to debug are those whic h deal with process synchronization . All these complexitie s could be contained in the CBMS, which would be relatively small and could be exhaustively tested independently of the operating system procedures which it mus t support . This approach conforms well with Dijkstra' s technique of constructing operating systems in hierarchical layers of function [9] .
(4) The use of parallel processors to accelerate databas e searches has been extensively investigated [20, 19] . Vehicles such as head-per-track disks and charge coupled devices have been explored for parallel data searches . A n operating system using a CBMS based on DBMS principles could obtain the advantages offered by this parallelism, without any explicit coding .
